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Applications of Raman Spectroscopy in Forensic Science.
II: Analysis Considerations, Spectral Interpretation, and
Examination of Evidence
REFERENCE: Suzuki EM, Buzzini P: Applications of Raman spectroscopy in forensic science. II: Analysis
considerations, spectral interpretation, and examination of evidence; Forensic Sci Rev 30:137; 2018.
ABSTRACT: There have been several significant advances in Raman spectroscopy instrumentation during the
past few decades, and this method is now a fully mature analytical technique on par with its counterpart, infrared
spectroscopy. The latter method experienced a quantum leap in use in the forensic science laboratory following the
introduction of inexpensive FT-IR spectrometers in the 1980s, but forensic scientists have been slower to embrace
Raman spectroscopy. However, this promising technique is finally making some inroads into the forensic science
laboratory, and to facilitate this process, this article presents a comprehensive review of Raman spectroscopy; it
emphasizes how and why this underutilized method can be a very valuable tool for the analysis of a wide variety
of evidentiary materials. Part I of this article described the principles of Raman spectroscopy, including theory,
instrumentation, and a comparison of spectral data obtained using infrared and Raman methods for various analytes.
Part II discusses how different analytical conditions can affect Raman spectra, and what bearing this and other
factors may have on spectral interpretation; it also presents a review of the literature describing applications of
Raman spectroscopy for the examination of various types of evidence.
KEYWORDS: Criminalistics, evidence analysis, forensic applications, forensic science, FT-Raman spectroscopy,
Raman microscopy, Raman scattering, Raman spectroscopy, trace evidence.

INTRODUCTION
Following the introduction of dependable, inexpensive
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers in the
early 1980s, this instrument soon became an indispensable
tool in the forensic science laboratory. This was particularly
true for applications involving seized drugs, certain types
of trace evidence, and unknown materials, and there are
now few forensic science laboratories worldwide that are
not equipped with an FT-IR spectrometer.
In contrast, an analogous revolution involving use of
Raman spectroscopy in forensic science did not occur.
Raman scattering is an inherently weak process that is
completely dwarfed by Rayleigh scattering, and in some
cases, fluorescence as well. Consequently, a number
of technological developments and innovations were
required before Raman spectrometers achieved a level
of utility for routine analysis comparable to that of FTIR spectrometers. Because these developments occurred
over the span of several decades, as well as other factors,
Raman spectroscopy did not enjoy the same overnight
success as did FT-IR spectroscopy.
The first forensic science laboratory to use Raman
microscopy was McCrone Associates, Inc., as reported by
Andersen and Muggll in 1981 [16]. At least two decades
passed, however, before there was a notable increase in the
number of literature references describing applications of
Raman spectroscopy for the analysis of evidence. There

are now hundreds of such articles and this often-ignored
and underutilized cousin to infrared spectroscopy is finally
making inroads into the forensic science laboratory.
Part I of this article described the principles of Raman
spectroscopy, including analytical features, theory of
the Raman effect, and instrumentation [230]. Because
forensic scientists are generally more familiar with infrared
spectroscopy than Raman spectroscopy, a comparison
of the data produced by these two related methods for
various samples was also discussed. One very significant
difference between the two is that Raman spectra can
be much more dependent on analytical conditions than
infrared spectroscopy. Some of the reasons for this were
described in Part I, and other factors are discussed in Part
II.
An important aspect of any spectroscopic analysis
–– but especially one where variable data may result ––
is interpretation. Accounting for spectral differences is
a major issue for comparative examinations, as is often
conducted for some types of trace evidence. Interpretation
of Raman data is thus discussed at length in Part II, along
with a comprehensive review of the literature describing
applications of this method for the analysis of evidence.
Because many of the figures presented in Part I serve
to illustrate both principles and applications, reference is
made to some of them in the current article. These particular
figures are denoted with a “I” after the figure number to
distinguish them from those of the current article.
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